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DATA-DRIVEN MAIN BEARING MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES 
TO REDUCE UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE COSTS
By Becki Meadows and Jason Shapiro

Main bearing failures can wreak hav-
oc on a wind farm’s annual operating 
budget. Operators are experiencing 
high numbers of main bearing fail-
ures resulting in unplanned operat-
ing costs. Reference data from seven 
sites over four years shows that annu-
al failure rates of 3-6 percent are not 
unusual. As bearings age and dam-
age accumulates, that rate of failure 
is expected to increase.

Although replacement costs can 
be as high as that of a gearbox, main 
bearings are usually not maintained 
with the same rigor. Effective main-
tenance and life extension strategies 
exist that can be easily incorporated 
into a wind farm’s overall mainte-
nance plan to reduce downtime and 
unexpected expenses. 

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS  
FINDINGS
The majority of main bearing fail-
ures are occurring on three-point 
mount turbine designs. This arrange-
ment has one main bearing to sup-
port rotor weight and thrust and two 
gearbox mounts that support rotor 
weight, bending loads, and torque. 
Double row spherical roller bearings 
(DSRBs) are selected for the main 

bearing due to cost, their ability to 
handle a large amount of radial load 
(supporting the weight of the rotor), 
and their self-aligning capability — a 
requirement in this arrangement (see 
Figure 1). 

The drawback in the three-point 
design is that the thrust loads are of-
ten too high for DSRBs. This results 
in a ratio of an axial-to-radial load 
that is too high and leads to undesir-
able roller skewing and sliding as the 
bearing rotates. The bearing already 
operates under poor lubrication con-
ditions, as the rolling speeds are very 
slow, making it difficult to generate 
the needed lubricant film thickness 
in the loaded zone between rollers 
and raceways. The skewing and slid-
ing exacerbates the issue, and the end 
result is micropitting, which generates 
debris. The debris is trapped in the 
bearing and causes three body abra-
sions and surface-initiated spalling, 
which generates more debris and an 
accelerated failure cycle (see Figure 2).

Romax InSight has performed nu-
merous root cause analyses on this 
three-point mount turbine design, 
which have confirmed the primary 
mode of failure to be surface-initiat-
ed fatigue (see Figure 3): 

• Metallurgical, measurement, and 
visual investigation of the bearings 
have ruled out material, assembly, 
and heat treatment issues

• Teardown and inspection of the 
bearings confirm the wear is con-
sistent with excessive axial-to-ra-
dial load ratios. 

CONDITION-BASED  
MAINTENANCE TOOLS
Many wind farm owners are only 
aware of main bearing failures after 
SCADA temperature alarms alert 
them to the issue, which usually cor-
responds to the final stages of bear-
ing deterioration. Figure 4 provides a 
case study where advanced vibration 
fault detection algorithms provided 
more than one year’s warning on a 
main bearing failure when the first 
debris dents appeared on the inner 
race. Temperature warnings often 
occur at a very late stage, even when 
using advanced algorithms to correct 
for environmental fluctuations.

Combining SCADA temperature 
data with vibration data and grease 

All images, graphs, and figures are courtesy of Romax Technology.

Figure 1: Main bearing failures predominantly 
occur on three-point mount turbine designs, 
which utilize a single double-row spherical 
roller bearing.
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Figure 2: Main bearing failure cycle of 
roller and raceway surfaces, accelerated by 
trapped debris.

analysis gives owners a more com-
prehensive toolset to detect main 
bearing damage and degrading lu-
brication conditions early on. With 
this information, repair costs can be 
better forecasted, prioritized, and 
ultimately reduced through mini-
mizing downtime and sharing the 
cost of crane mobilization with other 
planned repairs (see Figures 5 and 6).

Additional cost savings exist by 
preventing secondary damage to the 
gearbox that can occur when running 
a main bearing to failure. The gear-
box is mounted on rubber mounts 
that principally react the thrust, but, 
together with the main bearing, also 
support rotor-bending moments. 
When the main bearing is run to 
failure, the internal clearance is in-

creased (due to wear) and can even-
tually result in the thrust load being 
transferred to the gearbox. The plan-

et carrier bearings take this thrust 
load on the bearing shoulder (outside 
its design intent), and the carrier may 
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also become cocked to the ring gear, 
affecting planetary alignment. 

LIFE EXTENSION STRATEGIES
While identifying main bearing 
damage early reduces the costs as-
sociated with unscheduled mainte-
nance, the service life of the damaged 
component is still finite. To address 
this, a number of strategies exist for 
extending the life of damaged main 
bearings, including grease purging, 
manual grease removal, and grease 
flushing. The objective is to remove 
the old, hardened, and contaminat-
ed grease, which can cause surface 
fatigue on the raceways of the bear-
ing and the rollers and lead to ac-
celerated failure. Grease flushing is 
distinct to the industry norm, where 
only a partial volume of the grease 

Figure 3: Fishbone diagram reduces in-root 
causes to confirm that the likely cause of 
failure is excessive axial-to-radial load ratios 
causing load to be carried exclusively by 
downwind row.

Romax Technology
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is manually removed or pushed 
through by purging for an inade-
quate clean. A significant life ex-
tension requires that almost all the 
grease must be removed. 

Romax InSight has developed a 
process to assess and extend main 
bearing life. Developed in-house, 
this process allows the majority of 
the grease from within the bearing 
to be flushed. The bearing is then 
repacked with fresh grease and can 
continue operation as normal. This 
process has proven to reduce the op-
erating temperature of main bear-
ings with severe wear by up to 20°C, 
as well as reducing the number of 
large and small density particles to 
that of fresh grease, which can vastly 
improve the remaining useful life of 
a bearing. 

EXTENDING LIFE FOR SEVERELY 
DAMAGED BEARINGS
In cases of severely damaged bear-
ings, flushing may be utilized as a 
tool to allow the operator to contin-
ue bearing operation until a replace-
ment can be made. An operational 
extension of three to six months 
can be achieved for cases where 
the bearing was severely damaged 
prior to flushing. In some cases, 12 
months or more have been observed. 
Figure 7 summarizes a recent case 
study where an owner had two 
damaged main bearings in a farm 
with multi-megawatt wind tur-
bines. Wind Turbine Generator B 
(WTG-B) was flushed three months 
after vibration and inspection con-
firmed damage. Wind Turbine Gen-
erator C (WTG-C) went through 
multiple grease purges (no flushing) 
to combat turbine shutdown due to 
high temperature alarms. Recent 
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Figure 4: Romax InSight Fleet MonitorTM 
software tracking main bearing damage 
provides over a year’s leadtime on the failure 
using advanced algorithms applied to the 
raw vibration data feed.

Figure 5: (Above) Main bearing data-driven 
inspections; combining vibration, SCADA, 
and grease analysis data allows better 
forecasting and prioritization of main bearing 
maintenance and repairs.

Figure 6: (Below) Early detection of main 
bearing damage using condition monitoring 
results in significant cost savings through 
scheduling simultaneous repairs.
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inspections classified both main 
bearings as having severe damage, 
but the turbine that wasn’t flushed 
progressed to failure at a faster rate.

Close temperature and vibration 
monitoring is required, as a severe-
ly damaged bearing may progress to 
functional failure and require shut-
down. Additionally, running a spall-
ed bearing can result in subsequent 
gearbox damage and needs to be 
monitored closely to avoid impact to 
planet carrier bearings.

PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE 
FLUSHING
Some owners have taken the proac-
tive initiative of flushing bearings 
as part of preventative maintenance 
strategy to remove old and contam-
inated grease from non-damaged 
bearings. Over time, even healthy 
main bearings will accumulate for-
eign contaminates and degraded 
grease, which reduces the bearing 
service life. Auto-lubrication units 
installed on main bearings help by 
providing a fresh supply of grease, 
but these systems are unable to re-
move contaminates and degraded 
grease from the bearing. Romax In-

Sight has observed significant reduc-
tions in contamination levels in main 
bearings that have been flushed early 
(see Figure 8). 

PREDICTIVE-BASED  
MAINTENANCE DATA
Early detection of main bearing 
damage and flushing can provide 
wind farm owners and operators 
with a more comprehensive toolset 
to manage main bearing failures. 
However, a piece of the puzzle is still 
missing in terms of forecasting the 
time to failure. 
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Figure 8: Benefits of preventative mainte-
nance flushing; 104 days post-flushing iron 
content is reduced by 87 percent.

Figure 7: In cases of severely damaged main 
bearings, flushing may be utilized as a tool 
to extend the life of the bearing in order to 
optimize the time of replacement.
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To address this requirement, Ro-
max InSight has developed a da-
tabase of component failures to 
provide wind farm owners with an 
estimate of remaining useful life 
once vibration and inspections have 
confirmed damage. RomaxRepair 
utilizes mathematical models and 
empirical data along with engineer-
ing experience to forecast the time to 
failure. After detection and the first 
evidence of damage is determined, 
the remaining production hours are 
calculated. Based on the time of 
year, the production hours are con-
verted to a date range for expected 
failure to guide an optimized sched-
ule for repairs. 

Figure 9 shows the RomaxRepair 
estimates for WTG-B and WTG-C 
from the aforementioned case study. 
Turbine B lasted 137 days longer 
than 75 percent of the main bearings 
in the database. Turbine C that was 

not flushed will be replaced with av-
erage life after initial signs of failure. 

CONCLUSION
Wind farm owners and operators 
will inevitably face main bearing 
failures. Unplanned labor, unsched-
uled downtime, and additional crane 
mobilization fees are all factors that 
can be managed. Efficient analysis of 
SCADA and CMS data that result 
in data-driven inspections can be 

an invaluable way to improve main-
tenance planning and, when com-
bined with life extension strategies 
and remaining useful life estimates, 
equips the wind farm owner with 
a powerful toolset for minimizing 
downtime and saving on O&M ex-
penditure. 

Figure 9: RomaxRepair estimates the 
remaining useful life once main bearing 
damage has been detected and confirmed.
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DROPPED OBJECT PREVENTION: TOOLS WITH ENGINEERED 
ATTACHMENT POINTS CAN INCREASE SAFETY AND  
PRODUCTIVITY 
By John Tremblay

The wind power industry, along with 
the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA), has recog-
nized dropped objects as a significant 
safety and productivity concern. Ac-
cording to the American Wind En-
ergy Association (AWEA), dropped 
objects continue to lead the near 
misses reported by many wind en-
ergy companies, so much so that the 
association’s first safety awareness 
month in October 2015 was entitled 
“Prevention of Dropped Objects.” As 
the market matures and continues to 
establish policy and behavioral stan-
dards, programs and training oppor-
tunities that address this topic are 
emerging. 

While there are federally man-
dated guidelines for securing peo-
ple who work on surfaces 4 feet or 

higher from the ground, there are 
no such requirements for securing 
tools. While most organizations 
recognize the need to prevent tools 
from falling, identifying and imple-
menting effective solutions has been 
challenging for a number of reasons. 
Fortunately, new methodologies are 
available that not only better secure 
tools while working at great heights, 
but also maintain the tool’s full func-
tionality for increased safety and pro-
ductivity.

OLD CHALLENGES, NEW IDEAS
Tethered tools are not a new con-
cept. Tethering devices come in 
many shapes and sizes, but many fall 
short for one reason or another. Some 
mount in a way that limits the full use 
of the tool and are difficult to handle, 

while some technicians view them as 
obstructions to productivity. Others 
work with only a portion of the tools, 
leaving some unsecured. With that 
said, the most common complaint 
related to tethered devices is that 
they inhibit the functionality of the 
tool. A tool can be tethered, but if the 
system inhibits safe and proper use, 
then the objective of a safer working 
environment is not reached.

ENGINEERED ATTACHMENT 
POINTS
New technologies for drop preven-
tion have emerged that focus on 
maintaining or enhancing a tool’s 
functionality. An important devel-
opment is that these new tethering 
systems are designed in conjunction 
with the tool and not looked at as 

GE 1.5 hub hatch tool with engineered attachment point

Snap-On Industrial
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an afterthought. Developing system 
components independently is what 
ultimately compromises function-
ality and inhibits program imple-
mentation. Engineered attachment 
points must consider a tool’s design 
and function in order to maintain or 
improve use when tethered. Rigorous 
drop testing to certify the design of 
attachment points should also be in 
place to ensure safety. Fortunately, 
there are new innovative offerings 
that satisfy these criteria. Some ex-
amples of such innovation include:
• Locking pins: Square drive tools 

and accessories are designed and 
manufactured with spring-loaded 
lock pins in square drives. The lock 
pin engages with side lock holes 
drilled in sockets, extensions, and 
adaptors, ensuring positive reten-
tion. A pin-release tool is used to 
separate components in the sys-
tem. This method is preferred over 
using quick-release tools because a 
quick-release button or collar can 
be activated inadvertently, causing 
the drive tools to separate and be-
come dangerous dropped objects.

• Rotating tabs: Screwdrivers are 
fitted with stainless steel tabs that 
rotate freely 360 degrees so that 
lanyards do not tangle around the 
user’s hand or the screwdriver han-
dle. This method also leaves all of 
the gripping surfaces available so 
that the tool can be used ergonom-
ically.

• Strategic location: Rather than tap-
ing a ring on the handle of a plier 
where it will obstruct the user, engi-
neered attachment points are locat-
ed away from the gripping surfaces, 
allowing full functionality.

• Turnkey toolkits: Complete tool-
kits with engineered attachment 
points and asset management sys-
tems are now available as one line 
item solutions. They arrive fully as-
sembled and ready for implementa-
tion. This type of program reduces 
the cost of the acquisition while 

improving safety and productivity 
and reducing the risk of foreign 
object damage (FOD) or foreign 
material exclusion (FME).

TRAINING
As with any change, implement-
ing an effective dropped object pre-
vention program requires a culture 
shift. Training standards are being 
developed by organizations like the 
National Coalition of Certification 

Centers (NC3). More information on 
NC3 can be found on its website at 
www.nc3.net. Also, the first dropped 
object prevention certification pro-
gram of its kind was offered last year 
by Iowa Lakes Community College 
(ILCC). More information on this 
initiative can be found on the college’s 
website at www.iowalakes.edu. 

For more information,  
go to www.snapon.com/industrial.

Soft bag toolkit with engineered attachment points and inventory management system

Hard case toolkit with engineered attachment points and inventory management system
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GENERATION WIND COMES TO NEW ORLEANS
By Tim Morris

Last spring, the United States De-
partment of Energy (DOE) set an 
ambitious goal that, if achieved, 
would usher in a new era in Amer-
ican energy. The DOE’s target: to 
generate 20 percent of the coun-
try’s electricity with wind energy 
by 2030.

Today, the U.S. is on track to meet 
or exceed that target. In 2015, wind 
was America’s largest source of new 
electric generating capacity, repre-
senting 35 percent of all new ener-
gy to come online. That’s more than 
solar or natural gas. Overall, there’s 
now enough wind energy in the 
U.S. to power 19 million American 
homes, and the U.S. produced more 
electricity from wind than any other 
country in 2015.

At the state level, progress is just 
as impressive. Last year, Iowa be-
came the first state to generate more 
than 30 percent of its electricity us-
ing wind. Overall, wind now reliably 

supplies at least 10 percent of the 
electricity in a dozen states.

Reaching these milestones means 
not only cleaner energy, but signifi-
cant economic activity as well. More 
than $128 billion has been invested 
in the U.S. economy over the last 10 
years from the construction of new 
wind projects, while the country’s 
fastest growing job is now wind tur-
bine technician.

Cost declines of 66 percent in 
the last six years combined with the 
long-term policy stability achieved 
with December 2015’s five-year ex-
tension of the Production Tax Credit 
mean wind energy is poised for even 
greater growth in the years to come.

As the U.S. wind industry has 
matured and gets ready to move to 
the next level, we at the American 
Wind Energy Association (AWEA) 
realized it was time for the AWEA 
Windpower 2016 Conference & Ex-
hibition to do the same.

After gathering feedback from 
AWEA members on how to best 
meet the evolving industry needs 
brought on by increasing demand, we 
decided that Windpower — the larg-
est annual wind energy conference in 
North America — needed some ad-
justments.

One of the biggest changes is to 
the conference’s education program. 

With “Generation Wind” as 2016’s 
theme, we crafted a program that en-
compasses the growing demand for 
wind energy, and for the first time, 
made it available to all Windpow-
er attendees. We’ve quadrupled the 
number of sessions, and we’re plac-
ing them all on the show floor. Ev-
ery attendee and exhibitor alike can 
benefit from the 99 presentations and 
sessions scheduled across five main 
stations throughout the exhibit hall. 

For a better understanding of how 
the industry’s leading experts are 
pushing for a new wave of global wind 

AWEA
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development, visit the Power Station 
where attendees will hear about new 
commercial opportunities, market 
expansion, and lessons learned and 
applied. Owners and operators look-
ing for management strategies to ad-
dress current and future operational 
life-cycle issues will find everything 
they need at the Operations Station 
powered by UpWind Solutions.

At the Technology Station pow-
ered by GE Renewable Energy, 
leaders in business, academia, and 
government are coming together for 
a discussion on ways to advance in-
novations in wind technologies that 
could fundamentally change the in-
dustry. The Project Development 
Station powered by AWS Truepower 
is where attendees can examine every 
step involved in developing a wind 
project, from siting and wildlife to 
transmission, integration, and fore-
casting. 

Returning from last year’s con-
ference, the Thought Leader The-
ater powered by Mortenson will be 
dedicated to defining the future of 
wind with more than 14 hours of for-
ward-thinking and thought-provok-
ing content.

Continuing to build a better fu-
ture is a key aspect for Windpower’s 
theme, Generation Wind, because 
today’s youth are tomorrow’s leaders. 
The next generation of wind leaders 
is more attune to the positive envi-
ronmental impacts of wind and the 
ways in which it can strengthen the 
economy. 

At Windpower 2016, junior high 
school students will put their tal-
ents to use at the National KidWind 
Challenge. Teams of undergraduates 
will also attempt to use skills across 
several disciplines to research, site, 
market, and build hypothetical wind 
projects during the DOE’s Colle-

giate Wind Competition. Local area 
schools will also have the opportuni-
ty to learn about wind energy during 
the conference’s “Public Day.”

Perhaps most notably, veterans will 
have the opportunity to connect with 
up-and-coming leaders during the 
Emerging Leaders Program. This is a 
chance for wind’s next generation to 
absorb wisdom from the old guard, 
while also providing their more ex-
perienced counterparts with new 
perspectives and fresh ideas.

See what Generation Wind is all 
about at the AWEA Windpower 
2016 Conference & Exhibition May 
23-26 in New Orleans. American 
wind power has turned a corner, and 
you’ll be able to get all the informa-
tion you need to make sure you stay 
ahead of the curve. 

For more information,  
go to www.windpowerexpo.org.

in co-operation with

WindEnergy Hamburg is the global meeting point for onshore and 

offshore experts. The combination of the world’s leading expo for  

wind energy in conjunction with WindEurope‘s leading industry  

conference represents a one-stop shop for business, networking,  

policymakers and the scientific community. Save the date!
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2016 COMPLETE WINDPOWER BOOTH 
LISTINGS

3M Renewable Energy Div .........5119
3S Lift ............................................3529
ABB Inc. ........................................3439
Acciona Energy ............................2138
Adolf Thies GmbH & Co. KG .......5539
Aercoustics ...................................1640
AeroTorque Corporation .............1922
Aggreko, LLC ................................5412
Aimco ............................................2349
Airway Services, Inc. ...................4249
AKE Safety Equipment................1825
Alcoa Fastening Systems  
& Rings ..........................................1334
ALL Erection & Crane  
Rental Corp...................................4044
Alliance for Clean Energy  
New York, Inc. - ACENY ...............5449
Alltite, Inc......................................2455
AL-PRO Wind Energy Consulting  
Canada Inc. ...................................3654
Amec Foster Wheeler ..................2123
American Chemical  
Technologies, Inc. ........................2217
American Wind Energy  
Association - AWEA .....................3800
American Wind Wildlife  
Institute.........................................1647
American Wire Group..................2238
Amsoil Inc .....................................4713
Anemometry Specialists ............2718
Applied Plastics Inc. ....................2819
Atlantic Bearing Services ...........2815
Atlas Copco Tools &  
Assembly Systems .......................2423
ATS Projects ..................................1117
August Friedberg GmbH .............5539
AVANTI Wind Systems .................2029
Avid Controls, Inc. ........................2729
AWEA New Product and  
Innovation Pavilion ......................2217
AWEA Regional Partners ............5449
AWEA Small Business  
Pavilion..........................................2317
AWS Truepower, LLC ...................4823
Axis Renewable Group, Inc.........2723
Aztec Bolting Services Inc. .........1329
Bachmann electronic GmbH .....4813
Bancroft Contracting Corp .........3719
Barr Engineering Co. ...................2529
BayWa r.e. .....................................4629
Baze Technology AS ....................2916
BDI .................................................2143
Beckhoff Automation ApS ..........4738
Beka Max of America Inc. ...........3049
Bently Nevada ..............................1846
BERDAN-TECH LLC .....................2448
BGB Technology Inc ....................3826
Bijur Delimon International .......4047
BJA Magnetics .............................3122
BladeEdge ....................................2719
BNSF Logistics, LLC ....................5213
Breeze ...........................................3755
Bruel & Kjaer Vibro ......................4638
BS Rotor Technic USA .................2818
BSEE .................................. 3754, 3756
Buderus Edelstahl GmbH ...........5539
Bureau of Ocean Energy  
Management (BOEM) .................3756
BURNDY LLC ................................3124
Burns & McDonnell Engineering  
Company, Inc. ...............................3146
BWS, LLC ......................................4049
C Speed .........................................2221
C.C.JENSEN A/S ..........................4838
California Wind Energy  
Association (CalWEA) .................5449
Campbell Scientific, Inc. ............1217
CAN Equipment Sales  
(CAN-USA INC.) ...........................3412
CanACRE ......................................2623
Capps Van & Truck Rental ..........5429
Castrol ...........................................3339
CENTA Corporation .....................2849
Center for Energy Efficiency and  
Renewable Technologies ............5449
CG ..................................................3625

Cianbro Corporation ...................3719
Civil & Environmental  
Consultants, Inc. ..........................5114
CL Brakes ......................................4448
COBHAM Sliprings ......................2812
Composites One ..........................3646
Contech Engineered  
Solutions .......................................3423
CONTROLLED FLUIDS, INC........5021
Cooper and Turner  
Industries, Inc. .............................4748
Copperhead Environmental  
Consulting ....................................3413
CSI Bonds .....................................2242
CSIC (Chongqing) Haizhuang  
Windpower Equipment Co., Ltd. 5146
Customized Energy  
Solutions Ltd. ...............................2317
Dachser USA Air & Sea  
Logistics Inc..............................5539.9
DAFA A/S ......................................4839
Dakota Riggers & Tool .................3218
Daktic ............................................5313
Danish Wind Export Association 4439, 
4443, 4538, 4539, 4542, 4543, 4638, 
4639, 4642, 4738, 4739, 4743, 4838, 
4839, 4842, 4843, 4938, 4942
Department of Energy (DOE)  
Wind Program ..............................4847
DeTect, Inc. ...................................1203
DEX ................................................3014
DHHI Germany GmbH .................1938
Dialight Corporation ...................2619
DIgSILENT Americas LLC ...........5349
Distributed Wind  
Energy Assoc ................................5841
DMC Power ...................................5343
DNV GL ..........................................3839
Double-k Consulting ...................3655
Drake Lighting, Inc. .....................5315
DTBird & DTBat ............................2047
DTU Wind Energy.........................4543
Duromar,Inc. .................................3149
E.ON Energy Services .................1839
EAPC Wind Energy/WindPRO ....2046
Ecology and Environment, Inc. . 3213
EDF Renewable Energy ..............3139
Electric Power Engineers, Inc. ...1710
Electrical Consultants, Inc. ........4447
Elk River ........................................1235
EMA Electromechanics LLC .......5129
Embassy of Spain, Trade  
Commission - ICEX ......................2047
Emergya Wind Technologies  
Americas Inc - EWT .....................1838
enerG Magazine ..........................3554
ENSA North America ..................5219
Enviropeel USA ............................1712
Envision Energy USA ..................1421
Envision Energy USA Recruiting 5314
Epsilon Associates, Inc. ..............4613
Equitable Origin ...........................4258
Ernst Schad GmbH ................5539.10
Etiflex Corp ...................................3212
EverVest ........................................2513
eWind Solutions ..........................3355
Express 4x4 Truck Rental ...........4623
Fagen Inc. .....................................1639
FairWind Renewable Energy  
Services, LLC ................................9000
FieldSystems ................................1208
Firetrace International ................3547
First Subsea Limited ...................2714
Flash Technology, An SPX  
Corporation Company .................2912
Forterra Building Products .........5420
Fritz Schur Energy A/S ...............4539
FT Technologies ...........................4938
Fuchs Lubritech. ..........................3713
Fusion Inc .....................................3113
G&W Electric Co. .........................4351
Gamesa .........................................2438
GasTOPS Ltd. ................................2754
GE Renewable Energy ................1728
Gedore Tools, Inc. ........................3255
Gemini Energy Services ..............4829

German Pavilion .... 5539.1, 5539.10,  
5539.11, 5539.12, 5539.2, 5539.3, 5539.4, 
5539.5, 5539.6, 5539.8, 5539.9, 5539
GEV Wind Power US ....................3855
Gexpro Services ...........................3519
Global Lightning Protection  
Services A/S .................................4439
GlobalTech Motor &  
Controls, Inc. ................................3214
Goldwind Americas .....................2825
Goracon Windpower Access  
Systems LP ...................................1947
Gradient Lens Corporation .........3312
Hailo Wind Systems USA Inc. ....2713
Hanes Supply, Inc. .......................1308
HARTING, Inc. of North  
America...................................... 1836
Harvest Energy Services, Inc. ....1106
Hatch .............................................1238
Hedrich Group..........................5539.3
Helukabel USA Inc. .....................4723
HGC Engineering .........................3350
Hine Hydraulics Corp. .................2047
Hontek Corporation ....................5345
Hubbell Power Systems ..............3847
Hydac Technology Corp. .............1719
Hydra-Grene A/S .........................4842
Hydratech Industries  
Wind Power ..................................4443
HYTORC .........................................2649
ICR Services .................................3725
IEA - Infrastructure and Energy  
Alternatives ..................................3125
IER Fujikura, Inc ...........................2613
IMCORP .........................................3248
Ingeteam Inc. ...............................3039
Integrated Power Services .........3613
International Tower  
Lighting, LLC ................................2516
Intertek .........................................3415
Interwest Energy Alliance ..........5449
Iowa Economic Development  
Authority .......................................3512
Iowa Lakes Community  
College ....................................... 5312
IronWolf Manufacturing, LLC ....2756
ISN .................................................4450
Italian Energy Products LLC.......5839
ITH Engineering, Inc. ..................5339
ITW WindGroup ............................3329
Janicki Industries, Inc. ................2655
Jasper Electric Motors Inc ..........5019
JHT Inc./proxSIMity  ....................3012
Jiangsu Jiuding New  
Material Co., Ltd ..........................3657
Kansas Department Of  
Commerce ....................................3419
Klein Tools ....................................2813
Klingspor A/S ...............................4639
Kluber Lubrication North  
America LP ...................................2429
KRACHT CORP. .............................4718
kWantera, Inc. ..............................1210
Landstar ........................................1823
Landworks, Inc. ............................2615
LAPCO FR .....................................1309
Lapp USA ......................................2750
Leadernet .....................................2047
Lift-It Manufacturing ..................1214
Liftra Aps........................... 4739, 4743
Lighthouse Global Energy ..........3119
Lincoln Electric Company ..........2417
Lind Jensens Maskinfabrik A/S ...4942
LM Wind Power ............................2739
Logisticus Group ..........................1923
Lone Star  
Transportation Co., LLC. .............2722
LUDECAwind ................................3759
Luminate, LLC ..............................5112
LZY Technology, Inc. ....................5319
M&S Engineering ........................3215
Mahaffey Fabric Structures ...... 5154
Maine Ocean & Wind Industry  
Pavilion..........................................3719
Maine Port Authority ...................3719
Mammoet .....................................2446

Whether you need a system 
for wind blade production, or 
repairs, come by and learn 

how Mankiewicz can provide 
your complete coatings 

solutions.
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Mankiewicz Coatings ..................2949
Martin Bencher Group ................2050
MAS Field Services ......................5448
Max Bögl Wind AG ...................5539.8
Maxwell Technologies, Inc. ........3354
MBA Construction .......................1215
Mersen USA Bn Corp ..................3319
Meteodyn ......................................4746
Metro Consulting Associates .... 1741
Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy 
Coalition (MAREC) ......................5449
Midpoint Bearing .........................4615
Minimax GmbH & Co. KG ......5539.12
Mistras Group / Ropeworks........1851
Mobil Industrial Lubricants ........5227
Modulift UK Ltd ............................2913
Moog Inc. ......................................2222
Morgan Advanced Materials ......1641
Morton designBUILD ..................3118
Multigear GmbH ....................5539.11
NASA’s Michoud Assembly  
Facility ...........................................4256
National Wind Institute ..............4855
Natural Power ..............................4747
NAWSA ..........................................3612
NerWind An Oak Creek Co ........ 1441
Newpark Mats & Integrated  
Services LLC .................................2555
Nexgen Energy LLC .....................4712
NGC Transmission (America) .....5527
NIBE Wind Components .............4843
Nordex / Acciona Windpower ....2938
Nord-Lock Inc ...............................3313
North American Clean Energy  
Magazine ......................................1951
North American Windpower ......1108
Ocean Work Cranes .....................1041
Oerlikon Balzers USA Inc. ..........2449
Oklahoma Department of  
Commerce ....................................4647
One Source Dist. ..........................1229
One Wind Services Inc. ...............1847
Opportune LLP .............................2712

Pacific Northwest Wind Team ....3355
Palfinger North America ............1338
Pentalum Technologies ltd .........1130
Performance Pipe ........................3447
Petroflex ........................................1300
Phoenix Contact Inc. - USA ........2139
Pintsch Bubenzer USA ................4038
PNE Wind USA, Inc. .................5539.6
Port of Stockton ...........................5212
Port of Vancouver, USA ...............3148
Portland Development  
Commission ..................................3355
Power Climber Wind....................2948
Power Consulting Assoc., LLC ...5115
POWER Engineers, Inc. ...............2517
Powergrid Partners Ltd. ..............1302
Powin Energy ...............................3355
Premier Gear ................................3355
Proinlosa Energy Corp. ...............2249
PROLEC GE ...................................3349
Proportional Controls .................3250
PSI Repair Services, Inc. .............2919
R. M. Young Company .................1313
Randack/AS Tech/ESI .................4150
Raycap Inc. ...................................1848
RBB Engineering, LLC ................2317
Recharge .......................................3254
Reducel, S.L. .................................2047
Reed & Reed Inc. ..........................3844
Relay Application Innovation Inc. 2625
RENEW Northeast .......................5449
Renewable Energy World ...........5549
Renewable Northwest Project ...5449
Renewable NRG Systems ...........2629
RES- Renewable Energy Sys ......4039
Resource Environmental  
Solutions (RES) ............................5446
Rexnord Industries, LLC .............2320
Richardson Manufacturing Co ..4954
Röchling Glastic Composites .....4154
ROMO Wind ..................................4538
Rope Partner, Inc. ........................5028
Rotor Clip Company ....................3019

Run Energy LP ..............................1408
rupi-Cologne, Inc. ....................5539.5
S&C Electric Company ................3739
S.V.A. Rikkon Lubes Private Ltd ..1201
SAE Schaltanlagenbau  
Erfurt GmbH .............................5539.4
Sage Oil Vac ..................................1541
Sargent & Lundy LLC...................1101
SCADA International ...................4056
SEMKRON USA Inc. ....................2321
Sentient Science .........................3227
Sentry Electrical Group, Inc. ......5438
Senvion .........................................5038
SGC Engineering LLC .................3719
SGL Gelter S.A. .............................2651
SgurrEnergy Inc. ..........................2822
Shanghai Shenguang High  
Strength Bolts Co., Ltd ................3514
Shell Lubricants ...........................4729
Shenzhen Senther  
Technologies Co., Ltd. .................3619
Shermco Industries .....................3029
Shuttlelift ......................................3414
Siemens ........................................4238
Signal Energy Constructors .......2523
Sika Corporation ..........................5139
Simplex Aerospace ......................3355
SKF USA Inc. ................................2439
Sky Climber Wind  
Solutions, LLC ..............................5439
Skycasters, LLC ............................3155
SKYLOTEC North America LP ....3318
Smultea Sciences and  
EPI Group ................................... 5351
Snap-on, Inc. ................................3718
Southwire .....................................1209
SparkCognition ............................1100
Sprague Operating  
Resources LLC..............................3719
Stahlwille Tools LLC ....................3219
Stantec Consulting......................2229
State of Wyoming / UW Wind  
Energy Research Center .............3513

Sterling Rope Co. Inc...................5214
Subc Partner A/S .........................4642
Superior Essex .............................4055
Surespan Wind Energy  
Services Ltd. .................................4057
Surveying And Mapping, LLC ....5113
Suzlon Wind Energy Corp ......... 2430
Svendborg Brakes ........................5047
Synergy Cables USA Ltd. ............5018
System One ..................................4350
TE Connectivity ............................5321
Tech Safety Lines, Inc..................3249
Techimp USA ................................2413
Terma North America ..................4546
Tetra Tech, Inc. .............................4829
Texas Controls ..............................2047
The Timken Company .................2023
The Wind Coalition ......................5449
Thrustmaster of Texas, Inc. ........3115
thyssenkrupp Rothe  
Erde GmbH ...................................5327
Time Manufacturing Co ..............9010
TNT Crane & Rigging ...................3449
Torkworx, LP .................................3023
Totran Transportation  
Services LTD .................................1840
Tower Systems, Inc. .....................1212
Trachte LLC ...................................3518
Tractel Inc. ....................................3546
Transcat Wind Turbine Tools ......5026
Transhield Inc. ..............................4348
TransTech ......................................4155
Travelers Insurance Co ...............1129
Trench Grader...............................4349
TrueBlue Energy &  
Industrial ......................................2451
TWR Lighting, Inc. .......................2547
Ty-Flot Inc. ....................................5155
UL LLC ...........................................3729
Ulteig .............................................2022
United Equipment  
Accessories, Inc. ..........................3348
UpWind Solutions, Inc. ...............2639

Urbane Innovation LLC  
(Propulsion Engine) .....................2217
USLC Advanced Mfg ...................2915
Vaisala ...........................................1317
Vestas Americas ..........................3539
Virginia Transformer Corp ..........4149
VORTEX FdC INC ..........................3854
Wanzek Construction, Inc. .........5239
WDT WeatherOps.........................1011
Westlake Consultants .................3355
Willbros Utility T&D .....................2657
Williams Form Engineering  
Corp. .................................. 3520, 5055
Wind Access Engineering...........4146
Wind Energy Foundation ............1647
Wind Secure .................................3047
Wind Systems Magazine ............3013
WindEnergy Hamburg ................5539
Windpower Engineering &  
Development ................................5418
windtest grevenbroich GmbH ....3555
windtest north america, inc. ......3555
Windurance ..................................3018
Winergy Drive Systems Corp ......1829
Woelfel Engineering GmbH +  
Co. KG ............................................3455
Women of Wind Energy ..............1647
World Wind & Solar .....................4547
Worldwide Machinery Pipeline 
Division .........................................4254
WSP ...............................................4619
Wuxi Fangsheng Heat Exchanger 
Corp.,Ltd. ......................................2512
Xtreme Manufacturing ... 1017, 5739
XUBI High Precision Gears & 
Renogear Slewing Bearings ......2047
ZF Services, LLC ..........................1616

• 1 Nm – 8,100 Nm

•  Transducerized 
Closed-Loop System

•  Durable, Robust Design

•  Five Handle Configurations

•   Up to THREE times faster 
than the competition

•  Over 300 models to choose from

• Designed and Made in the U.S.A.

 Delivers 
    Accuracy & Traceability
  to Critical Bolting

www.AIMCO-GLOBAL.com

visit us at 

Windpower 2016  
in New OrleaNs, la • BOOTH 2349

May 23–26, 2016

Do you have a bad blade? We can cut it up on site, 
below the tower, saving you time and money.

Fiberglass Recycling Alternatives specializes in the 
recycling and repurposing of wind turbine blades, 
tower sections, nacelles, frames and hubs.  We 
pride ourselves in our reputation for cleaning up the 
worksite after the job is complete.

 MOBILE: 507-829-5500 • OFFICE: 507-872-5940  
WEB: www.fra-llc.com • EMAIL: jn@fra-llc.com

Fiberglass Recycling Alternative, LLC

got blades?

We cut and haul your bad blades!

bad

>

Information provided  
by AWEA.

http://www.AIMCO-GLOBAL.com
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